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The WHO Confirms that the Covid-19 PCR Test is Flawed: Estimates of “Positive Cases” are
Meaningless. The Lockdown Has No Scientific Basis

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, June 06, 2021

The Real Time Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (rRT-PCR) test was adopted
by the WHO on January 23, 2020 as a means to detecting the  SARS-COV-2 virus, following
the recommendations of  a Virology research group (based at Charité University Hospital,
Berlin), supported by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

US Actively Prepares for War with Russia

By Valery Kulikov, June 06, 2021

It is quite apparent to everyone that, at present, the socio-economic and political situation in
the  United  States  is  far  from stable  and  society  increasingly  polarized.  In  fact,  even
members of the current US military and political elite admit this in their public speeches.
Hence, President Joe Biden and his team have been trying hard to unite the nation and
guide it in a less divisive direction.

Unthinkable Thoughts. The Spike Protein

By Josh Mitteldorf, June 06, 2021

The spike protein is the part of the virus structure that interfaces with the host cell. SARS 1
and SARS 2 viruses both have spike proteins that bind to a human cell receptor called
ACE-2, common in lung cells but also present in other parts of the body.
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By Dr. Michael Thau, June 06, 2021

VAERS relies entirely on voluntary reporting, but hardly anyone knows it exists, so it is
bound to capture a mere fraction of actual side effects. When Tucker Carlson drew attention
to the reports piling up in VAERS, the Washington Post, Forbes, and most other disparagers
failed to mention his explicit reference to a group of Harvard researchers who conclusively
demonstrated that the VAERS detection rate is abysmal.

Europe Without Neutrals: NATO Lures Ireland into Global Military Network

By Rick Rozoff, June 06, 2021

On  June  1  the  Irish  Times  disclosed  that  Ireland’s  Department  of  Foreign  Affairs  recently
recommended  to  the  nation’s  Commission  on  Defence  that  Ireland  expand  military
integration  with  NATO  and  the  European  Union.  In  the  first  case  with  the  military  bloc’s
Partnership  for  Peace  program  which  the  country  joined  in  1999.

Israel Reports Link Between Rare Cases of Heart Inflammation and COVID-19 Vaccination in
Young Men

By Gretchen Vogel and Jennifer Couzin-Frankel, June 06, 2021

The COVID-19 vaccine made by Pfizer and BioNTech appears to put young men at elevated
risk of developing a heart muscle inflammation called myocarditis, researchers in Israel say.

Video: Pfizer’s Criminal Record. Largest Medical “Fraudulent Marketing” Case in US History

By US Department of Justice, June 06, 2021

“Fraudulent  marketing”  is  an  understatement:  The  mRNA  vaccine  announced  by  Pfizer  –
BioNTech is based on an experimental gene editing mRNA technology which has a bearing
on the human genome.  The standard animal lab tests using mice or ferrets were not
conducted.  Pfizer “went straight to human “guinea pigs.”

Inherit the Hypocrisy? ”Inherit the Wind”(1960) of the McCarthy Era

By Philip A Farruggio, June 06, 2021

A must see movie for all Americans is ”Inherit the Wind” (1960, Stanley Kramer, Director).
To  those  who  never  saw this  film,  it  accurately  portrays  the  1925  Scopes  Monkey  Trial  in
Dayton, Tennessee. The trial of substitute high school teacher John Scopes was for breaking
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Tennessee’s Butler Act, which forbade the teaching of evolution in state funded schools.

A Timeline of “The Great Reset” Agenda

By Tim Hinchliffe, June 06, 2021

Say it’s 2014 and you’ve had this idea for a technocratic Great Reset of the world economy
for some time now, but it only works if the entire planet is rocked by a pandemic. How do
you go about selling your idea?

Doctors vs Health Authorities. Clinically Proven Drugs vs the Jab. Who will Prevail?

By Michael Welch, Dr. Stephen Malthouse, and Dr. Peter McCullough, June 05, 2021

Whether or not you consider the virus be considered real, the world has seen a crushing
blow to our liberties, our economies and even our way of life due to the lockdown and
restrictions initiated in March of last year. Witness the shops, bars, and restaurants going
bankrupt. Witness the museums, operas, concert halls and symphonies denied audiences.

More than 5,000 Covid Vaccine Deaths in America, 25,359 “Serious Injuries” and Almost
300,000 Reported “Adverse Events”

By Megan Redshaw, June 05, 2021

This week’s number of reported deaths among all age groups following COVID vaccines
passed the 5,000 mark, up 759 from last week, according to data released today by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The data comes directly from reports
submitted to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS).
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